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1
Southland as Symbol

Ping Wang and Nicholas Morrow Williams

China’s southeastern coastal provinces of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, and Guangdong have been at the forefront of its modern revolution, leading economic expansion and cultural engagement. It has been Shanghai and Hong Kong, not the political capital of Beijing, that have served as the cradles of innovation and gateways for foreign ideas. But China’s southern regions have not always been closely integrated into its arc of development; to the contrary, they were once exotic and intimidating to Han Chinese. The ancient origins of the Chinese script, of traditional thought, of art and music, all lie to the north: for the Shang dynasty centered in Henan province, and for its successor the Zhou in Shaanxi. By contrast, the settlement and assimilation of the southern regions into Han China was a millennium-long process that has been fundamental to the formation of Chinese culture and society.

This book approaches this subject through its representation in poetry. The South has borne a disproportionate importance in Chinese literary history, particularly during China’s medieval period: roughly the first millennium CE, following the Qin-Han foundation of the empire, and leading up to the transitional period of the Song. This is the era including the long Period of Disunion, 220–589, followed by the reunification of the Sui and Tang dynasties. Throughout the medieval period, the South has a dual significance for Chinese writers. It is on one hand associated with the ancient state of Chu and that great poet-statesman Qu Yuan 屈原 (late 4th–early 3rd century BCE), and hence with one of China’s central literary traditions; on the other hand, it is seen as a threatening, marginal zone beyond the borders of the civilized world. In particular, the southern frontiers are the site of exile for a number of major writers, beginning with Qu Yuan himself; yet political exile is poetic inspiration, as removal from the centers of power occasions some of the finest writings in the Chinese tradition.

The boundaries of the South in literature are fluid and evolving, and for the purposes of this study we focus not on the geographical “south” but on the cultural “Southland” or “Jiangnan” 江南 (literally “south of the Yangtze River”). The Southland is a relative concept, on the margin of the Chinese empire. It is materially exotic, with strange fruits and animals unknown to the northerners, and it is the home of foreign peoples like the Miao and Yue. It is physically and culturally estranged, and yet in the creative and subjective realm of literary expression, also the place where Chinese writers of the medieval period carved out
new identities for themselves. In this mutual interaction of southern identity and southern estrangement lies a substantial part of the elite culture of traditional China, leaving behind a legacy of which modern southerners from the Bund to Kowloon are still conscious today. The symbolism of the Southland remains potent, though it can be invoked in many different forms. The authors of this volume trace different iterations of southern symbolism from the Han dynasty through the Tang and beyond, without attempting to define it in any unitary way. As a popular song by Hong Kong lyricist Keith Chan argues: “Only lovers by their love deranged believe the Southland’s passions stay unchanged” 迷途戀人們以為江南情不變.

The Ancient State of Chu

The cultural memory of the South in Chinese literature is delineated most vividly in the poems of the Chu ci (Songs of the South). Though some poems in the anthology date to the Han dynasty, the central impetus for the anthology comes from the culture of the Chu kingdom, independent till it was conquered by Qin in 223 BCE. Chu was not far south relative to modern Chinese geography, being centered around modern Hubei and Hunan provinces, and its territory even extended at its height into parts of modern Henan, Shandong, Anhui, and Jiangsu provinces. But it was the southernmost of the Warring States, and though constantly in contact with other states, retained a sense of cultural distinctiveness that was associated with its southern orientation. In the mind of medieval China, the South was a part of the realm both strange and familiar at the same time, belonging to the Chinese cultural sphere yet permanently and irrevocably distinctive as well.

During the medieval period, Chu itself was not the primary geographical referent of “the South,” whose scope was constantly shifting, though generally bounded to the north by the Yangtze River and its tributaries. The primary terms used to signal these cultural values did not refer directly to Chu itself, but rather to the more elusive “Southland.” The term “Nanguo” (southern country) occurs, for instance, in the poem “Ode to the Tangerine” (Ju song 橘頌), traditionally attributed to Qu Yuan:

   Splendid tree of his Royal Majesty,
   The tangerine comes to make obeisance—
   According to mandate it moveth not,
   Growing in the Southland—
   后皇嘉樹，橘徃服兮。受命不遷，生南國兮。

The tangerine here is allegorized as the virtuous courtier, but it is also concretely identified as the sour-peel tangerine, native to the south, and so implicitly the virtues of the

---

1. For a comprehensive survey of ancient Chu, see Cook and Major, eds., Defining Chu: Image and Reality in Ancient China.
noblemen are associated with this southern heritage. Here the term for the “Southland” is “Nanguo” 南國, literally the “southern country.” We can see this sense of southern identity confirmed in the traditional conception of the Chu ci as a kind of local anthology of Chu lore.\(^3\) If this generalization does not reflect the full variety of the anthology’s contents, it certainly applies well to the poem celebrating the southern tangerine.

Though it is hard to know if this poem was actually composed by Qu Yuan himself, it was certainly understood in later centuries as his own composition, so that the tangerine represents not just any virtuous nobleman, but the great culture hero of Chu who remained loyal to his sovereign even in exile. Qu Yuan is the representative, though, not just of the “southern country,” but of exile from it as well. Indeed, one of the most important mentions of the Southland in early literature is the identification of Jiangnan as Qu Yuan’s place of exile.\(^4\) This “Jiangnan” would probably not mean “south of the Yangtze” or the Southland in general, but a specific geographical region on the southwest frontier of Chu’s territory, also known as Qianzhong 黥中 commandery (the western part of modern Hunan province).\(^5\)

Just as Qu Yuan was a dual figure of both culture and dissent, so, as Chu was incorporated in the unified empire of the Qin-Han, did it retain an ambivalent role in the consciousness of the realm. Though still possessing the exotic flavor of the southland, Chu cultural traditions were of prominent, often central, importance throughout the empire. Chu was the native place of the ruling family of Han; the language and the songs of Chu were widely known; its material culture, particularly well preserved and known today through the southern tombs that have been excavated recently, embodied the prosperity of early China. At the same time, however, it was the Southland, never fully assimilated to the center of Chinese culture in the Yellow River valley. There is thus an ambivalence in the relation of the South to the center that was shaped in medieval times, from the Han to the Tang, and endures in China today.

Perhaps part of the singularity of Chu lay in the alternate history that might have been—the nearest contender to Qin in the great contest of the Warring States, an empire unified under Chu provided a tantalizing scenario. The famous traveling persuader Su Qin 蘇秦 (?–317 BCE), for instance, once told the King of Chu:\(^6\)

> Chu is the mightiest of states under Heaven; you, great king, are sageliest of kings under Heaven. To the west you have Qianzhong and Wu commandery; to the east Xiazhou and Haiyang; to the south Dongting and Cangwu; to the north the border of Fen and Xing, and Xunyang. With territory five thousand li square, one million armored men, a thousand chariots, ten thousand cavalry, and grain supplies to last a decade, you have the resources to become hegemon.

---

3. “They are all written in the language of Chu and composed in Chu sounds, recording the places of Chu and naming the objects of Chu, and so they are called Chu ci ‘Chu words.’” See Huang Bosi, “Jiaoding Chu ci xu,” Dongguan yulun, B.77a–b.
5. On this identification of Jiangnan, see Jao T sung-i, Chu ci dili kao, B.79–83.
Su Qin praises the vast expanse of Chu territory. On the west it extends to Qianzhong and Wu Commandery (reaching into modern Sichuan and the western reaches of Hunan), while on the east it includes Xiazhou (in modern Wuhan, Hubei) and, after the conquest of its eastern neighbor Yue in 334 BCE, even extended to the border of the ocean: Haiyang, at the mouth of the Yangtze east of modern Yangzhou. To the south it included the vast lake Dongting, and its territory even penetrated to the distant Cangwu, at the very southern tip of modern Hunan bordering on Guangxi. Its northern frontier, heavily contested by its rivals Qin, Han, Wei, and others, pressed against Fenqiu and Mount Xing (both near modern Xuchang, Henan, in Xiangcheng and Yancheng counties respectively), as well as toward Xunyang (modern Xunyang in southern Shaanxi).

Originally one of the mightiest of the separate states, Chu had had the potential to unify the realm in place of Qin, and hence retained a certain significance as a kind of symbolic alternative to the current regime.

It is important to note that Chu, despite its connections with remote southern regions, was also one of the central states, and its territory actually extended quite far north of the Yangtze. Its rival Qin advanced rapidly on Chu’s western frontier in the early third century, conquering its capital at Ying in 278. From this point on the territory of Chu shifted to the north and east. Indeed Pei county, the hometown of Han founder Liu Bang (247–195 BCE), was located near modern Xuzhou, Jiangsu, and only came within Chu’s sway after the fall of the state of Song in 286 BCE. Map 1.1 illustrates the scope of Chu’s territory in the fourth century, a vast expanse of land around the middle reaches of the Yangtze.

Any number of geographical terms could be distinctively southern. In the “Ode to the Tangerine,” the “southern country” is identified by commentator Wang Yi as an equivalent for Jiangnan “the Southland.” Jiangnan literally appears to mean “the region south of the Yangtze River,” but its area often encompasses Yangzhou and other places on the north side of the river, so it might be more accurate to translate it as “the Yangtze River region in the south,” or more loosely as the “Southland.” Here it is southern relative to the state of Chu, but Chu was itself the southernmost of the Warring States. As the Han empire expanded, however, its borders extended further south than those of pre-Qin Chu, and the South grew to encompass the region of modern Fujian and Guangdong.

The origins of a southern consciousness lie in Chu itself. This sense of pride in the value of southern products, language, or people was also an assertion of difference, in opposition to central or northern culture. The *ci* of *Chu ci*, though sometimes meaning simply everyday “words,” was in the pre-Qin era usually a specifically motivated, argumentative, or ritualistic kind of speech. In comparison with the canonical *Odes* (*Shijing* 詩經), the *Chu ci* was

---

Map 1.1
Chu in the Warring States era, ca. 350 BCE

Key:
Independent states: Qin 秦, Han 韓, Wei 魏, Song 宋, Qi 齊, Lu 魯, Yue 越, Chu 楚
Cangwu 蒼梧: Commandery on southern frontier, located in eastern Guangxi province
Haiyang 海陽: Region east of modern Yangzhou 揚州, Jiangsu
Luoyi 洛邑: Capital of Zhou dynasty, modern Luoyang 洛陽, Henan
Mt. Xing 陰山: Marker of northern frontier of Chu territory
Pei 沛: hometown of Liu Bang 劉邦, founder of Han dynasty
Qianzhong 鄉中: Commandery to southwest of Ying
Wujun 巫郡: Commandery surrounding Mt. Wu on the border of modern Sichuan and Hubei provinces
Xianyang 咸陽: Capital of Qin; northeast of modern Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi
Xiazhou 夏州: Area of modern Wuhan, Hubei
Xunyang 鄣陽: Modern Xunyang 旬陽 county, Shaanxi
Ying 鄱: Capital of Chu, modern Jiangling 江陵, Hubei
described as Yin, the feminine counterpart to the mainstream Yang, the heterodox opposite of the mainstream and canonical—yet in its centrality and ubiquity forming a canon or counter-canon of its own. The South was thus seen as the responsive partner to the creative force of northern culture.

The Yin force took visible form in the geography of the South, which was distinguished particularly by water: from the great Yangtze River, in this period referred to simply as the Jiang, later becoming the common noun “river,” to the Dongting lake, origin of the modern names of the provinces Hubei and Hunan (meaning “north of the lake” and “south of the lake” respectively). Water was associated with the Yin principle in traditional Chinese cosmology, and this was another attribute of Chu’s Yin identity. By the Tang dynasty the area around the Yangtze River would become the site of some of China’s great cities, particularly Suzhou, located on the Taihu lake, and Jiangnan itself came to refer primarily to the scenic lake region. In the Warring States and Han, though, the watery south was more likely to be regarded with distrust or fear, as signified by Qu Yuan’s own demise, suicide by drowning in the Miluo River, with all its mythic significance.

There was also a religious dimension that distinguished Chu and the Chu ci from the rest of the pre-Qin states. The Chu ci poems frequently employ the persona of a shaman who calls out the souls of the deceased, converses with deities, and embarks on spiritual journeys throughout the universe. An assortment of fragrant plants native to the southern marshland and an array of precious gemstones, in their natural or worked forms, lure beautiful goddesses in their full attire to descend. Early historians such as Ban Gu disparagingly attributed this to the people of Chu’s superstitious belief in spirits and their “excessive” rituals to soothe them. In spite of these moralistic critiques, though, the spiritual powers and religious ramifications of Chu songs were part of its distinctive power for Chinese readers up to the present day.

The South more broadly was seen throughout much of Chinese history as a forbidding, disease-ridden, and barbaric place, and troublesome officials were often dispatched there in exile. At the heart of Chu ci poetry was the figure of Qu Yuan, the Chu nobleman exiled to Jiangnan for his loyal dissent. According to the tradition that is preserved in numerous Chu ci poems, Qu Yuan drowned himself in protest and thus became a martyr to the ideal of the loyal courtier, his name forever preserved in song. But this exile also holds the possibility of a kind of redemption, as Qu Yuan finds a way to affirm his integrity and preserve his name in spite of his worldly defeat. Though exiled from the seat of power, his status as culture hero far transcends that of any king of Chu itself. This victory on the level of culture would become increasingly important when, after the fall of the Western Jin, the Chinese court retreated to the Yangtze valley. Throughout the Southern Dynasties whose capitals were located at Jiankang (modern Nanjing), it seemed as if elite Chinese culture as a whole had shared in Qu Yuan’s exile, and been relocated southward. This sense of identification

8. Han shu 28B.1666.
9. The precise location of Qu Yuan’s exile is a matter of dispute. See, e.g., discussion in Chapter 6 of this volume.
between Qu Yuan and the scholarly elite in general persisted afterwards as well: “Implicit throughout the Ch’ü Yuan lore is a sweeping analogy between the exiled official and the exiled high culture itself.”

More precisely, though, the *Chu ci* preserved a particular dimension of the high culture, one that stood in tension with the classical tradition of the *Odes*. In fact, the *Chu ci* is generally kept separate from the Classics altogether in traditional bibliography, and instead placed first among the literary collections (ji). Yet precisely because it is displaced from the other classics, the *Chu ci* assumed the mantle of pure literature, representing the estranged voice of pure longing better than the classical tradition of the *Odes*. Poets who found themselves yearning for the Southland while lingering outside it resemble Qu Yuan in the sense that they fail to find their place in the world. The Southland, real or imagined, inspires such poetic expression in which poets augment their personal angst with beautiful words.

The Southland thus encompasses several possibilities in the historical imagination of medieval China: as a label of regional identity, or the site of exile from that place, but most remarkably, the cultural triumph over that exile and its undying preservation in textual form (*Chu ci*). Each of these elements remains relevant to the literary representation of the South, though one may appear dominant at a particular moment. The meaning of the *Chu ci* anthology was frequently transformed, as in the popular later editions identified as collections of Qu Yuan’s poems, rather than the writings of Chu. As the borders of political control expanded southward and westward, the geographical location of the Southland shifted southward also.

This book traces shifts in the literary representation of the South throughout the medieval period, from the fall of the Han through the Period of Division into the reunification of the Tang. The historical alternation of pride in the distinctiveness of southern culture and anxiety over the exotic and alien qualities of the southern frontier produced many of the distinctive features of medieval Chinese literature. Approaching the subject from this original perspective sheds new light on the historical development of Chinese poetry, as we see regional conflict beyond polite conventions, conscious refashioning of traditional motifs to suit new situations, and the enduring power of the symbolic associations of the South. The inspiration of the South frequently jumps backwards and forwards in time, between and across genres. The whole point of the literary cult of Qu Yuan is to persist after the ruler’s defeat and the kingdom’s fall—the loyalty of the heroic official is remembered long after.

### Joining the Han Empire

The disjunction between the geographical and cultural significance of the Southland is already evident in the Han dynasty. Though China had been unified by a true northerner,
the First Emperor of Qin, the Han which actually sustained the unification had southern origins. Liu Bang founded the Han dynasty in 206 BCE, and the Liu family remained on the throne for nearly four hundred years. Han is the name of the longest tributary of the Yangtze, which originates in the Qin mountains and flows south through the old Chu territory, joining the Yangtze at the old Chu capital. Liu Bang held the Han river basin as his base from which to resist Xiang Yu (232–202 BCE), a formidable opponent who claimed to be a scion of the Chu king. Since Liu Bang’s hometown of Pei was also part of the Chu territory and actually not far from the hometown of Xiang Yu, the great duel traditionally dubbed the “Contest between Chu and Han” to seize the empire of Qin was actually one between two Chu men. The Chu commoner who had declared himself King of Han would win and make Han the new name of the empire that he had wrested from the hand of his fellow countryman.

There are two songs remembered from this famous competition, one by the victor and future emperor, and the other by the noble loser before his death. In parting with his battle horse and favorite concubine, Yu, Xiang Yu intoned the following words:

My power shook the mountain—my spirit dominated the world;  
But with fate not on my side—even my thoroughbred can run no more.  
When my steed can run no more—what can I do?  
Ah, Yu, ah Yu—what will happen to you?

Yu slashed her own throat with Xiang Yu’s sword upon hearing this sad song. On the other hand, on Liu Bang’s celebratory return journey to his hometown of Pei, he performed a song, which was echoed and repeated by 120 children:

The great wind has risen—and clouds are scattered;  
My might covers the world within the seas—now I have returned in triumph.  
Where may I obtain brave men—to guard the four corners of my empire?

What the new Han emperor does not realize while singing this song is that the meter of his song is in the Chu song form, the same pattern which his opponent had used before committing suicide. The similarity is indicated in the translation by the dash —, which represents the particle xi in the original songs. This particle, which seems to indicate a kind of breathing pause or prolongation, is also used frequently in the Chu ci, and itself became a marker of southern music. The relevance of southern music and poetry to the imperial culture is demonstrated vividly by the use of the Chu song form to capture the voices of the imperial founder and his great opponent, at the most dramatic moments of their careers.

Yet Chu’s distance from the centers of imperial power at Chang’an (modern Xi’an) and Luoyang meant that it retreated in the Han imagination to become a marginalized inferior, typified by the barbarity of its boundless marshland. Or so it appeared to the northerners sitting in the high halls of the capital, but the Chu words were never banished, and instead proliferated. Not only were they studied diligently by those princes stationed in the South, they were also presented at the central court. As a matter of fact, the majestic literary form called *fu* 赋 that Han court poets employed to celebrate the glory of Han was heavily influenced by the *Chu ci*. They tended to be long epideictic pieces, full of praise for the empire, all the possessions within its domain, and above all for the man who governed it. Ironically, though, linguistic opaqueness or otherness was probably an important reason why the *fu* was enjoyed, given the many expressive sound words and dialectal phrases used by the mostly southern poets.

One essential element from its Chu ancestor that would have been missing in the eulogistic *fu* was the plaintive tone, which became the defining feature of works supposedly written by an individual author who wrote in privacy and at moments of frustration. The marriage of authorship and a wistful if not vengeful persona, earlier articulated by the historian Sima Qian 司馬遷 (145–86 BCE), broadened the appeal and significance of poetic lyricism, which probably had a long existence in folk songs. There are many examples of this expressive and melancholy persona in both the Odes and Han banquet songs. But when an individual writer assuming the author-persona sings his innermost thoughts to an audience that is sometimes projected into a different time and space, lyrical poetry comes into being, as seems to have happened toward the end of the Han. The birth of lyrical poetry is the beginning of a long process in which the southern spirit is revived and the South as a place is reconstructed in and through poetry. As one scholar has observed, “Chinese civilization seems not to have regarded its history as violated or abused when the historic monuments collapsed or burned, as long as those could be replaced or restored, and their functions regained. . . . The only truly enduring embodiments of the eternal human moments are the literary ones.”15 This literariness of Chinese civilization was often construed as specifically southern.

Though the origins of this southern strain lay in the ancient state of Chu, as we have seen, it was under the Han empire that Chu traditions were codified and canonized. As a genre of literary production central to the self-conception of literati, the tradition of the *Chu ci* was not solely one of exile but also of positive affirmation. We can see this particularly in the imitations of *Chu ci*, written in the same meters, employing similar imagery, and often even adopting the voice of Qu Yuan himself. Some Han pieces of this type are even included in the *Chu ci* anthology, and writers continued to compose works of this type throughout later dynasties. In her essay “Echoes of Return: Geographical Discourses and Imagined Homelands,” Cheng Yu-yu 鄭毓瑜 has examined some of the early poems of this type,

from the Han as well as the Wei and Jin dynasties. She shows how poets facing exile from the political center used various means to negate their own sense of alienation by constructing an opposing identity of “counter-exile.” For instance, Xie Lingyun 謝靈運 (385–433) uses the enjoyment of mountains and rivers to create a literature of counter-exile, grounded in his own family tradition. Cheng also points out the intriguing overlap between literature of exile and “geographical treatises” (dili zhi 地理志). Precisely because exiles were sent to relatively unfamiliar locales, their writings would then provide important sources of information for the geography of empire. Beginning with Qu Yuan himself, the literature of southern exile was constantly finding ways to reassert its own authority vis-à-vis the center.

**Southern Identities after the Fall of the Han**

Chu defined the literary contours of the South for ages to come. But various locations could take on the aegis of southern identity relative to the North; they share in various forms a sense of alienation from the center of power, and often allude to Chu culture and history even if actually geographically distant. After the fall of the Han, when the Three Kingdoms vied for control of the entire realm, the kingdom of Wu 吳 was the main representative of southern China, with its primary capital at Jianye 建業 (modern Nanjing), and controlling the southern and southeastern provinces. After its ultimate defeat and the reunification of the Western Jin dynasty, some natives of Wu retained a certain loyalty to their lost dynasty, a topic discussed in the second and third chapters of the book. For one writer in the fifth century, an appointment in Fujian seemed an exile to a distant and barbarous place, equaling the disappointments of Qu Yuan himself.

Through the four centuries of Han empire, regional differences in China had been submerged by the emphasis on cultural and political unity among the elites. But as the empire collapsed in civil war toward the end of the second century CE, the era of the Three Kingdoms ensued. Though the Wei 魏 state of the Cao 曹 family was dominant, it was opposed by Wu in the Yangtze valley and Shu 蜀 in Sichuan. Though tripartite division lasted only a few decades before the Sima clan overturned the Wei and conquered Wu and Shu, the rivalry of the three states retained a dramatic symbolism for later ages as well.

It is possible to trace the formation of regional identities in the literature of this period. One prominent attempt along these lines is the essay published in 1992 by Lin Wen-yueh 林文月 of Taiwan National University, “Southern Consciousness in the Poems of Pan Yue and Lu Ji.” Professor Lin bases her comparison of the two major poets, one northern and one southern, on a close analysis of their use of the word “South” in poetry. David R. Knechtges pursued a closely related argument in his article “Sweet-peel
Orange or Southern Gold? Regional Identity in Western Jin Literature,” published in 2003. Both Lin and Knechtges make clear that Lu Ji 陆机 (261–303) retained a strong sense of southern identity as a scion of the state of Wu, only recently conquered by Jin in the wars of the Three Kingdoms. Though he journeyed to the capital of Luoyang to make his career, he felt uneasy with some of the cultural trends there, such as eccentric departures from Confucian etiquette, or the abstruse philosophizing of qingtan 清談 “pure conversation” and xuanxue 玄學 “studies of the Mystery.”

The first two studies in this book develop this line of inquiry. David Knechtges returns to the topic of his seminal article to examine other facets of Lu Ji’s attachment to his native place of Wu. Here the specific southern region is not Chu at all, but what was both in the Warring States era and during the Three Kingdoms campaigns a rival of Chu. But the North/South polarity here is parallel to that of Chu versus the North. In fact, Lu Ji’s northern acquaintance and poetic rival, Pan Yue 潘岳 (247–300), plays with the image of the orange tree from the Chu ci to tease Lu Ji, comparing Lu to the “sweet-peel tangerine” (gan 柑), said in ancient sources to become the “trifoliate orange” (zhi 枳) when relocated to the North. Lu Ji himself asserts his longing for home and strong Wu identity in a number of pieces, often indirectly through colorful images of his own. Knechtges calls attention, in particular, to Lu Ji’s fu on the “feather fan,” a unique product of the Wu region. Lu Ji sets his fu in the context of King Xiang’s 襄王 court in Warring States Chu, the setting of the classic fu attributed to Song Yu 宋玉. In the fu, “the fan made of white crane feathers is the favored accoutrement at the southern Chu court,” an “anachronistic” literary innovation that melds the traditional Chu setting with the contemporary material object. This anachronism is an assertion of cultural difference, which attests to the broad significance of “regional identity” for the interpretation of Western Jin literature.

Tian Xiaofei’s chapter examines the same topic from a diametrically opposite perspective. While she agrees with Knechtges’s conclusions, she finds that Lu Ji’s identity as a southerner was accompanied by an admiration of Luoyang and its prominent figures, like the Cao family. While Lu Ji figures himself as a feather fan from the South, then, he is himself a “fan” (i.e., admirer) of northern culture. The interaction of these two sentiments is actually key to understanding the literary productions of both Lu Ji and his brother Lu Yun 陸雲 (262–303). The Lu brothers expended much effort in rewriting northern yuefu 楼府 songs in a more refined style, thereby appropriating them. Their motivations in doing so were surely shaped in part by their special status as southerners relocated to the capital. Tian follows the development of the “Song of Oars” tune as Southern Dynasties poets composed new poems to it. Originally a song of martial pomp, and rewritten along similar lines by Lu Ji, it became a popular title among poets at the Liang court, though there the content had shifted to a pastoral scene of lotus-picking on a river. In this new guise, and infused with Chu ci allusions, the song now signified “the cultural supremacy of the southern court of the Liang.” This kind of transformation and reworking of the literary tradition was used to assert, create, and magnify perceptions of regional identity. These later elaborations of yuefu
themes are particularly striking insofar as they show how the sense of regional identity in
the Western Jin did not simply disappear after the great southward migration at the begin-
ning of the fourth century, but rather ramified into new configurations. Tian’s argument
here is elaborating on her analysis of the binary opposition between North and South in her
book on the literary culture of the Liang, in which she discusses “northern” frontier poetry
and “southern” love chants in relation to the historical background in which they arose.19

The fall of the Han and the advent of political disunion did not result in cultural fragmen-
tation, but rather in new attempts at creating a synthesis of regional cultures. Here regional
identity, whether located in Wu, the South, or elsewhere, was often a way of contributing
to a larger whole, as in the southern orange tree offered up to the king, or for Lu Ji writing
about Luoyang as a fan from the South. But the southern frontier regions retained their
exoticism, and the literary resonance of the South as the land of exile and estrangement
remained. Lu Ji’s celebration of the feather fan does not neglect to describe the sacrifice
made by the crane which provides the feathers:

Burdened by being prized for its beautiful plumes,
It has its thousand-year span reduced by a single arrow.
Its body is offered to receive fashioning,
Its two wings are presented to make a fan.

累懷璧於美羽，挫千載乎一箭。委曲體以受制，奏雙翅而為扇。

In Lu Ji’s case, pride in his Wu heritage was fraught with constant reminders of Wu’s
military defeat and submission. Like the crane, he could find esteem at court only after
losing a part of himself. That personal defeat could result in cultural triumph is a central part
of the heritage of Chu and the Qu Yuan legend.

Aside from ancient Chu itself, perhaps the key period in the definition of the South
was the series of short-lived southern dynasties—the Eastern Jin, Liu-Song, Qi, Liang,
and Chen—all of which had their capitals at Jiankang. After the fall of Luoyang in 311 to
Xiongnu forces, the rulers of the Western Jin fled south of the Yangtze River to reestablish
their civilization there. Dominant themes of the new culture that developed in the South
were nostalgia for their northern homes, and pride in the cultural sophistication that could
survive in exile from its original home. It was in this period that the South gained a new
claim to identity as the center of Chinese culture. Map 1.2 on the facing page illustrates the
boundaries of the reduced Eastern Jin state after the flight southward.

The new identity of these transplanted elite is perhaps best suggested by the famous
remark attributed to Zhou Yi 周顒: “The scenery is not too different, but when you look
around, you see how the mountains and rivers are distinct.”20 Zhou is said to have made this
remark after the fall of the Western Jin. Though writers in different parts of China might

conform to a standard dialect and subscribe to a shared culture, there remained something
distinct about the Southland, whether the mountains and rivers or something more ineffa-
ble. This perspective on Chinese literature as mediated by a geographic region is illuminat-
ing because the Southland had precisely this function throughout the history of Chinese
culture. It was never merely a topographical or geographical designation, but always a topos,
a commonplace of expression that carried with it conventional associations and complexly allusive referents.

Chu and Qu Yuan continued to cast a long shadow over the literary culture of the Southern Dynasties, and literati felt a renewed affection for Qu Yuan as they were themselves transplanted southward. Ping Wang’s chapter takes an innovative look at the Chu origins of the poetic tradition. The classic treatise ranking pentasyllabic poets into three grades, Zhong Rong’s 鍾嶸 (468–518) Shi pin 詩品 mentions a “Han consort” (Han qie 漢妾) in its preface. Zhong Rong mentions this Han consort in tandem with the “Chu vassal” as archetypical figures of loss. But while the Chu vassal must be Qu Yuan, the Han consort might indicate either Lady Ban 班 or Wang Zhaojun 王昭君, two Han ladies both associated with the literature of “plaint” (yuan 怨). As Wang shows, this is actually a false choice, because these women are just two out of a set of stereotyped figures of female plaint, all associated with some kind of exile or bereavement. These various figures were all constructed, perhaps deliberately, by the Ban family, in particular by Ban Gu through his compilation of the Han shu 漢書. There is a striking parallel here to Sima Qian’s role in editing the biography of Qu Yuan in his Shi ji 史記. Sima Qian’s emphasis on Qu Yuan’s authorship of his poems as an expression of personal frustration, whether or not historical, certainly seems tendentious. Wang shows that the presentation of female plaint in the Han shu is equally artificial, and even more significant for the future of pentasyllabic verse. This chapter reveals a tradition in the making, a tradition that builds throughout on the heritage of Chu songs and the mythology of Qu Yuan.

Paul Kroll’s chapter “Farther South: Jiang Yan in Darkest Fujian” looks at the Southern Dynasties official Jiang Yan 江淹 (444–505), who was dispatched to a magistracy in Fujian province between 474 and 477, after a dispute with his patron. As Kroll points out, by this time the displaced Chinese aristocracy had become entirely accustomed to the Jiangnan region it inhabited, and a place had to be “farther south,” indeed as far as Fujian, to evoke the same sense of danger that Jiangnan once did. Kroll examines a number of Jiang’s compositions, primarily fu, that date to this period, in which Jiang describes his distress and dismay at arriving in such an inhospitable and alien land. One of the most striking features of these compositions, brought out with remarkable precision by Kroll’s translations, is how Jiang adapted the language of the Chu ci to this new Southland. At the same time, Jiang also recognized the novelty of Fujian, in particular of its flora, which he describes in a set of fifteen poems. Even though he continues to bemoan his transplantation, in fact, Jiang indicates here that he is beginning to make some emotional accommodation with his southern abode, as he appreciates the special beauties of the flowers and trees he has discovered.

Southern Motifs in the Tang

By the Tang dynasty (618–907), different southern regions were beginning to develop new poetic identities rather different from those of Han times. The Jingzhou region (in modern
Hubei and Hunan), linked with Chu in ancient times but never receiving as much literary distinction, developed a distinct identity in Tang poetry (explored in the seventh chapter of this book). The novel experiences of Tang literati dispatched to the Lingnan region of modern Guangdong and Guangxi have been covered in depth in *The Vermilion Bird: T'ang Images of the South*, Edward H. Schafer’s masterful study, and a major source of inspiration for this book. Meanwhile Jiangnan was becoming more and more central to literati culture, to the point that it could be the site of ennui. By the Tang, the Jiangnan area of Suzhou and Yangzhou had shifted from an exotic and remote place, as it had once seemed to the men of the central plain, to the enchanting site of pleasure quarters and comforting vistas of lakes and hills. Map 1.3 on the next page illustrates the locations of the Jiangan East and Jiangnan West Circuits in the High Tang era. As an administrative matter, Yangzhou belonged to the Huainan Circuit, although it was felt to belong to the cultural “Southland” as well.

The Chu region, though, and the Southland more broadly understood, remained a powerful source of inspiration for Tang literati, even though their travels might take them far beyond the region of Qu Yuan’s exile. Nicholas Morrow Williams’s chapter “The Pity of Spring” traces the impact of *Chu ci* language and imagery on later poetry. In particular, a close reading of two understudied *fu* by Li Bai (701–762) shows that they can be understood as commentary on a few lines in the “Summons to the Soul” from the *Chu ci*. Behind what might appear conventional lines on the passage of spring lies the undiscovered depths of Qu Yuan mythology, in particular the ancient belief in the division of the soul. This is an aspect of the Qu Yuan legend that contributed to its continuing power during and after the Tang. References to the “Chu vassal” and to various *Chu ci* poems are not just references to the historical episode of Qu Yuan’s exile and suicide, but to timeless conceptions of life and death. Two other poems by Li Bai complement this analysis by representing other southern traditions of springtime angst.

Like Kroll’s chapter, Williams’s study of Wang Bo and Li Bai traces how certain expressions in the *Chu ci* tradition continued to retain their resonance centuries after their original composition. Meanwhile, Jiangnan itself, once the archetypal site of exile and abandonment, had become a cultural center. While great poets could revive the language of the *Chu ci* in appropriate circumstances, some of the familiar topoi had become pure conventions. The final two chapters of this book address the gradual shift in literary representations of the South during the Tang dynasty. Though reflecting major transitions in the social and political geography of China, literary transformations do not always proceed quite in tandem with them.

Jie Wu’s chapter “The Stele and the Drunkard: Two Poetic Allusions from Xiangyang” discusses two new conventions of Tang poetry, which developed around particular places in Xiangyang. In hindsight, neither convention seems to possess any historical inevitability, but they formed gradually as later poets selected and reshaped certain elements. The stele of Yang Hu became an especially potent image in part because it combined
Map 1.3
Tang China ca. 741 CE
Key:
Circuits (dao 道) are identified in italics on map.
Huainan 南 Circuit: Literally meaning “south of the Huai River,” encompassing parts of modern Jiangsu, Anhui, and Hubei
Jiangnan East 南 Circuit: Encompassed modern Suzhou, Hangzhou, and Fujian province in the south
Jiangnan West 南 Circuit: Encompassed modern Jiangxi and Hunan provinces, as well as part of Hubei and Anhui
Jiannan 南 Circuit: Area south of modern Jiange 劍閣, Sichuan
Lingnan 南 Circuit: Encompassing modern Guangdong and Guangxi provinces
Qianzhong 蜀 Circuit: Area encompassing ancient Chu’s Qianzhong commandery
City names are identical with modern ones, with the exception of Chang’an 長安, modern Xi’an 西安, Shaanxi
so many important topoi. The pond of the Xi family was not the actual site of feasting or composition for many poets, but somehow became extremely popular as literary reference belonging to the realm of the imagination. The way that certain allusions become euhemerized, and ultimately reduced to clichés taught to school children, is reminiscent of how the legend of Qu Yuan likewise simplifies some of the contradictions inherent in the original story. During the Han dynasty, Qu Yuan was a controversial figure often criticized for committing suicide needlessly.

Stephen Owen's chapter “Jiangnan from the Ninth Century On: The Routinization of Desire” concludes the volume by presenting Jiangnan as the “routinized,” commonplace figure of desire, long-since stripped of its original rhetorical significance. In late Tang shi 詩 and early ci 歌, Jiangnan is a conventional figure for pleasant scenery and drunken festivities. Figures of protest and plaint still exist, but have become attached to other geographical sites and literary references. Owen details the new representation of Jiangnan, which contains its own curious aporias and erasures. Finally he describes a ci by Su Shi 蘇軾 (1036–1101), leading us onward into the literature of the Northern Song, in which “the Southland is best’ survives only as a quotation, a quotation with a heavy freight of associations that is invisible in the simplicity of the statement.” This routinization and simplification of rhetorical terms that had taken on “heavy freight” was itself one necessary task in the continuation of the literary tradition. Here Owen suggests that “defamiliarization” was often a necessary step toward making old literary conventions newly relevant to contemporary experience.

Over the course of history the identity of the South has taken on various meanings, for natives and exiles, as for poets and courtiers. But throughout this book we see how the imagery of the southland is also grounded in real experiences, some of them so vivid that they continue to be meaningful centuries after their historical occurrence. Edward Schafer’s study The Vermilion Bird is focused on the concrete reality of the South as depicted in Tang poetry, but also refers to this interaction of sentiment and reality:21

The cry of a magpie or a swallow made the medieval northerner’s heart swell with happiness; the call of a langur or chukar made him weep with homesickness. It was the writing of southerners like Chang Chiu-ling which made it possible for later generations to see nature in all of its local manifestations without sentimental or parochial distortion. Perhaps, after all, the vermilion bird of the south might lose its ancient symbolic role and become a happy reality.

In Owen’s chapter we see one example of the South changing from “ancient symbolic role” to “happy reality” in the present. What Owen shows, though, as do other writers in the volume, is how easily the “happy reality” slips back into a “symbolic role,” becoming another topos of cultural significance that may elide its original meaning. So for medieval Chinese poets reasserting regional, or individual, identity is an effort made in the face of greater historical forces. It is a recapturing and appropriation of traditional symbols for their

---

own purposes. Ultimately the depiction of the estrangement, whether foreignness or exile, of the South itself plays a role in the assertion of identity. But this identity is not necessarily “southern,” however much allusions to Qu Yuan or the South may be ingredients in its composition. It is the identity of the scholar-official, particularly in the aggrieved role of the loyal dissident. The poet’s identification with the moral system and literary heritage of the ages is only intensified by exile and isolation, a way of confirming one’s own purity and virtue. In this sense the Southland becomes synecdoche for the Chinese poetic tradition as a whole.
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Mian River (present-day Han River), 166
Miluo 毛羅 River, 6
Min Hong 閔鴻 (fl. 280), 36
Mingjun 明君, 94. See also Wang Qiang
“Monograph on Music” 樂志 (Yue zhi) in the Song History 歌史 (Song shu), 55
“Mount Liangfu Ballad” 梁甫吟行, 100
“Mount Tai Ballad” 泰山吟行, 100
Mount Xian 峤, 165, 166, 169–171, 175, 176
Mount Xing 背山, 5
Musheng from Lu 魯穆生 (fl. ca. 2nd century BCE), 70
Music Records of Yuanjia (425–453) 元嘉技録, 97
Nanjun 南郡, 13
Nan shi 南史, 110
Nan Yongzhou ji 南雍州記 by Bao Zhi 鮑至 of the Liang, 174
Nan Yongzhou ji by Guo Zhongchan 郭仲産 (d. 454), 174
Nimi 泥靡, 84
Northern and Southern Dynasties (317–589), 45, 70, 78

"Ode to the Tangerine." See Chu ci
Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007–1072), “Cai sangzi” 采桑子, 202–3; “Xianshanting ji” 嶲山亭記 (On the pavilion of Mount Xian), 186
Ouyang Xun 歐陽詢 (557–641), 172
Owen, Stephen, 17, 57, 90, 169

"Pacifying Hu Empress" (Ning Hu Yanzhi 寧胡僭氏), 91
Pan Lang 彭蘭 (d. 1009), “Jiu quanzi” 久泉子,
Pan Ni 彭尼 (ca. 250–311), 22, 36, 43, 44
Pan Yue 彭胄 (247–300), 11, 19, 27–30, 44n6
Pei 彭, 4, 5, 8
Pei Qi 彭啟 (2nd half of 4th century), Yulin 語林, 33
Pengcheng 彭城 (modern Xuzhou), 88, 89
Peng Xian 彭咸, 141
Pi Rixiu 皮日休 (ca. 834–ca. 902), “Xichi chenqi” 习池晨起 (Getting up in the morning by the Xi Family Pond), 181
plaint (yuan 呂), 14, 80, 85, 86, 87, 95, 100, 101, 107
Poyang 鄱陽 Lake, 109
Pucheng 浦城, 112
"pure conversationalists” (qingtan jia 清談家), 34–35

Qianzhong 黔中 commandery, 3, 5, 16
Qi dynasty, 135
Qin cao 琴操, 85, 86, 91, 95, 97–98, 102, 104, 106
Qin Shihuang 秦始皇, First Emperor of Qin (r. 220–210 BCE), 134
Qu Yuan 屈原 (ca. 300 BCE), 1–18, 80, 81, 85, 95, 104, 139–52

“reflection on the past” (huagu 懷古), 169, 170, 175, 176, 178, 181, 185
rendan 任誕 (reckless and unbridled), 170
Ren Fan 任翻 (fl. 843), “Jing Duoleibei” 經墳淵碑 (Passing by the stele for shedding tears), 178

Sanguo zhi 三國志, 20
Sao 韓, 85, 95, 97, 105, 107, 140. See also Chu ci
Schafer, Edward H., 15, 17
separation, 69, 80, 82, 102
shamanism, 141n16

Shaman Yang 沙曼, 140–41
Shan Jian 山簡 (253–312), 165–175, 178–187
Shan Tao 山濤 (205–283), 168
Shen Jian 沈建 (Song dynasty), Yuefu guangti 楊府廣慶, 63
Shi Chong 石崇 (249–300), 27, 95–100, 105, 106, 171n23, 188
Shi pin 詩品 (Gradations of poets), 79
Shishuo xinyu 詩說新語, 34, 85, 94, 168, 170
Shoumeng 壽夢 (r. 585–561 BCE), Wu king, 23, 25
si 妖 (rhinoceros), 142n24
Sikong Shu 司空曙 (720–790), 138
Sima Qian 司馬遷 (145–86 BCE), 9
Sima Yan 司馬炎 (236–290), 20, 166
Sima Yan 司馬晏 (281–311), 30
Sima Yi 司馬懿 (179–251), 33, 173n36
Sima Ying 司馬潁 (279–306), 30, 31, 51
Sima Yu 司馬遁 (d. 300), 21, 27
Sima Zhao 司馬昭 (211–265), 20, 95, 173n36
Song Mingdi 宋明帝 (r. 466–472), 110
“Song of Oars” 拼歌行 (Zhaoge xing), 11, 69–77. See also Lu Ji

“Song of Yuzhang” 豫章行 (Yuzhang xing), 65. See also Lu Ji
Song Wendi 宋文帝 (r. 424–454), 110
Song Yu 宋玉 (fl. 3rd century BCE), 11, 36–39, 140, 145, 161
soul duality, 141–42
“southern consciousness,” 19, 41–45
“southern metal,” 29, 30, 41
“Summons to the Soul.” See Chuci
Sun Hao 孙皓 (r. 264–280), 28
Sun Qing 孙卿 (aka Xunzi 孟子, ca. 313–238 BCE), 88
Sun Quan 孙權 (r. 222–252), 19, 20, 25
Su Qin 苏秦 (r. 575–525 BCE), 3–4
Su Shi 苏轼 (1036–1101), 17; “Manting fang” 滿庭芳, 205–6
Tang dynasty, 16
Tang Huixiu 潘希休 (d. after 466), 104
Tang Le 唐勒 (fl. 3rd century BCE), 36, 38, 39
Tian Xiaofei, 11–12
transience, 158
“Traveler’s Lament” 遨于吟 (Youzi yin), 102
“Trust Established, One Withdraws: A Song of Plaint” 信立退怨歌, 101

Wang, Ping, 14
Wang Bi 王弼 (226–249), 41
Wang Bo 王勃 (649?–676?), 15, 146–151; Poems from My Journey to Shu 人蜀紀行詩, 147; “Relating My Inspiration in a Foreign Land” 他鄉敘感, 149–50; “Roaming in Spring” 春遊, 149–50; “Spring Longings” 春思賦, 146–49; “Traveling in Spring” 適春, 149–50
Wang Can 王粲 (177–217), “Song of Joining the Army” 從軍行 (Congjun xing), 63, 64, 65
Wang Dao 王導 (276–339), 34, 38n20
Wang Fuzhi 王符之 (1619–1692), 138
Wang Guanguo 王观国 (jinshi 1119), 94
Wang Hun 王渾 (233–297), 22, 43n5
Wang Ji 王濟 (d. ca. 292), 22, 43n5
Wang Jun 王浚 (206–285), 21
Wang Lin 王琳, 174
Wang Mang 王莽 (45 BCE–23 CE), 94
“Wang Mingjun” 王明君, 97
“Wang Mingjun ci” 王明君詞 (Lyrics of Mingjun) attributed to Shi Chong, 95, 97
Wang Qiang 王樸, better known as Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 (fl. 48–33 BCE), 14, 81, 84–87, 91–98, 100, 104–6
Wang Rong 王戎 (234–305), 22, 171
Wang Sengqian 王僧虔 (426–485), Records of Musicians 技錄 (Jilu), 56n51, 58n61, 100
Wang Yan 王衍 (265–311), 35, 41

Wang Yi 王逸 (2nd century CE), 4, 139–40, 143–44
Wang Zhaojun 王昭君. See Wang Qiang
Wang Zhengjun 王政君 (71 BCE–13 CE), 94
Wei dynasty (220–265), 49
Wei, Emperor Ming of 魏明帝 (r. 226–239), attributed, “Song of Oars,” 70
Wei Zhuang 魏莊 (836–910), “Pusa man” 菩薩蠻, 195–97
Wenying 文頴 (fl. 3rd century), 91
Western Jin (265–317), 6, 10–12, 19, 27–30, 36, 41, 43, 49, 54, 55n50, 56, 72, 165, 166
“White Hair Ballad” 白頭吟, 100
“White Snow in Springtime” 陽春白雪, 162
Wu, Jie, 15
Wu Jing 吳景 (670–749), Yuefu guti yaojie 楼府 古題要解, 60
Wujun 吳郡 (Wu commandery, modern Suzhou in Jiangsu), 3–4, 5, 23–26
Wu lu 《Record of Wu》, 25
“Wu qu xing” 吳趣行 (Song of Wu), “Wu qu” 吳趣曲, 23, 98
Wuxing 《冰心》, Jian’an, 13, 110, 112–13, 135
Wu Yuanheng 吳延亨 (758–815), 179
Wu Zixu 吳子胥 (d. 485 BCE), 24
Wuming 吳明 (Five visions) fan, 37, 39
Wusun 烏孫, 81–85, 92, 95
Wayan 五言, or pentasyllabic form, 94, 97, 100, 105, 106, 107

Xiangfu 相夫, 84
“Xiang jun” 湘君 (The Goddess of the Xiang) and “Xiang furen” 湘夫人 (The Lady of the Xiang River), 75
Xiang 湘 River, 75, 76, 151
Xiangyang 襄陽, 15, 20, 165–188
Xiangyang guojin 襄陽耆舊記, 172. See also Lu Changgeng
Xiang Yu 湘伃 (232–202 BCE), 8
Xianyang 咸陽, 5
Xiao Daocheng 小道成 (427–482), 111, 134
Xiao Gang 蕭綱 (503–551), 75–77, 174n73
Xiaozhou 夏州, 5
Xie Huilian 謝惠連 (407–433), 72
Xie Lingyun 謝靈運 (385–433), 10, 72
Xie Tiao (464–499) 謝眺, “Song for Coming to Court” 人朝曲, 189–90
Xi Family Pond (Xijiachi 謝家池), 17, 165–172, 178–183, 185, 187
Xi Han 欽含 (263–306), “Yushan fu” 禪㇯岎, 35, 36n98, 43n1. See also Lu Ji; Xi Han
Yu Shiling 俞士玲, 21
Yu Xin 廣信 (513–581), 134, 146, 171–72, 178–79, 183–84
Zhan Fangsheng 湛方生 (Eastern Jin dynasty), 146
Zhang Bo 張勃 (3rd century CE), 25
Zhang Heng 張衡 (78–139), “Fu on the Western Capital” 京賦 (Xijing fu), 61
Zhang Huai 張華 (232–300), 22, 30, 44n5, 48
Zhang Jiuling 晁луч (678–740), “Deng Xiangyang Xianshan” 莊陽騫山
(Climbing Mount Xian of Xiangyang), 175–77
Zhao Feiyang 趙飛燕 (d. 1 BCE), 89
Zhaoyi 昭儀 (resplendent appearance), 94
Zhaoyi Feng Yuan 昭儀馮媛, 94
Zhaoyi Fu shi 昭儀傅氏, 94
Zheng Jiaofu 鄭交甫 (Jiaofu of Zheng), 186
Zhijiang’s Gujten yuelu (fl. second half of 6th century), 97
Zhi Yu 持虞 (d. 311), 27
Zhong Rong 鍾繇 (468–518), 14, 79, 80, 86, 105
Zhou Yanhui 周彥穎 (jinshi 674), 179
Zhou Yi 周易 (269–322), 12
zhu 竹, 34. See also zhuwei
Zhuang Ji 柝立, “ Ai shi ming” ⑨ seasoning, 83
“Yuanquanshi wei ge” 怨頜盛惟歌 (Song of plaint, estrangement, and longing), 86
“Yuanshi xing” 怨詩行 (Plaint ballad), 100
Yuan Zhen 欽鎮 (779–831), “Xiangyang dao” 襄陽道 (The roads of Xiangyang), 177, 178
yuefu 樂府, 23, 46, 55–63, 65–73, 75, 76, 97, 100, 182
Yuefu shiji 樂府詩集, 59, 62, 63, 97
Yue 越 state, 133
Yuqiu 廣丘 (fl. ca. 6th century BCE), 98
“Yushan fu” 禪耑 (Fu on a feather fan), 33, 35, 36n98, 43n1. See also Lu Ji; Xi Han
Yu Shiling 俞士玲, 21
zhuwei 墾尾, sambar-tail chowry, 33–39
Zuo Si 左思 (ca. 250–ca. 305), 27, 49
Zuo Yannian 左延年 (fl. early to mid-3rd century), “Song of Joining the Army” 從軍行 (Congjun xing), 63–65, 70